
NOTES ON SOME UGARITIC WORDS 

Wilfred G.E. Watson 

The following comments owe much to recent publications and are 
intended, in turn, as a stimulus to further evaluation, correction or 
confirmation of possible entries in the Ugaritic lexicon1. 

att, "embroidery" (?) 
In an invaluable study of Ugaritic lexical terms for textiles Xella 

discusses both az and att2. In my view, the first half of the 
paragraph on Hurrian aSSianni, "embroidery" does not belong under 
az (p. 27) but under att (p. 30). It would then explain the enigmatic 
bcl att which very probably means "embroiderer" (lit. "producer 
of/worker in embroidery"). The term az remains an enigma. 

Urn, "statues, images" 
Always in the plural, Urn has the meaning "statues" or "images" in 

two texts: KTU 1.43:23.24 and 1.112:8. These texts have been 
discussed in detail elsewhere3 and there can be no doubt that actual 
effigies were involved in the rituals4. It is of interest to note that 
the same meaning is also found in Akkadian: one of the meanings of 
ilu, "god", is "image of a deity"5 though, to my knowledge, the 
connection with Ug. Urn has gone unnoticed. 

uSr, "penis" 
Astour again reminds us that the word to be read in KTU 1.11:2 is 

not uSklh], "[his] testicles" but uSr[h], "[his] penis"6. As Astour duly 
notes, this was first perceived by Caquot-Sznycer7; it was also 
reiterated later, supported by reference to the corresponding terms 
in Akkadian8. 

grbt, "leprosy" 
Two scholars, Hillers and Renfroe, have independently made 

almost the same suggestion regarding an obscure passage in Aqhat9. 
A third scholar can also be added to the list in view of Hillers' 
comment: "When this understanding of the Aqht text occurred to 
me, years ago, I told V7.F. Albright of it and he informed me that the 
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same idea occurred to him"10. The proposal is that KTU 1.19 III.47 
should be corrected either to t(!)md grbt il, "Be clothed in the 
leprosy of El" (Hillers) or to t(l)md grb til, "May you always be 
seeking asylum as a leper" (Renfroe). Either suggestion is certainly 
plausible, and can be further supported by 2 Sam. 3:29 where David 
pronounces the following curse on Abner's murderer: 

"Joab's house shall not be without someone who has a discharge 
or a skin disease or clings to a crutch or falls by the sword or is 
in need of bread"11: 

It is significant that in both sets the curses are invoked on a 
murderer, though the contents of the curses do not correspond 
exactly12. 

In addition it should be noted that the root grb is not unknown in 
Ugaritic since it occurs in the personal names grb, 4.366:13 (syllabic 
ga-ri[bu/bi], Ugar. 5 text 51:6.9.13 [«RS 20.158, p. 139ff]), grbn, 
4.263:6 and (bn) grbn, 4.75 VI 3; 4.101:3; 4.245 II 4; 4.371:8 and 
4.412:1413. 

hrSh 
The Ugaritic term hrSh occurs twice in the texts so far discovered: 
(1) KTU 4.341:19 mit. hrSh. b. tqlm, "200 fc. for 2 (silver) shekels'. 

Stieglitz comments: "Ugaritic hrSh was apparently a type of vessel, 
whose low price of 1/50 of a shekel per unit ... indicates it was 
probably made of clay"14. 

(2) KTU 1.105:14-15 $ Srp. wsp hrSh, "a ram for holocaust and...". 
Xella translates "un montone in olocausto-£rp e un bacino-

haruShu placcato" arguing that sp denotes purity and citing as a 
parallel spy.bhrs.n'mm in RIH 77/251 5 . It has long been recognized 
that Ug. hr$h denotes a type of vessel and corresponds to ahru$hul(>. 
This term is Hurrian (a loanword in both Akkadian17 and Hittite18). 

However, the comparative material can now be better defined. It 
has been established that there are, in fact, two near-homonyms: 

1) haruShu "(an animal)"19. 
The term occurs in the Neo-Assyrian Treaty of Esarhaddon as 

follows: 
Ditto kl Sa ha'eruShe umSmu ina kippi issappakuni attunu 
[issate?]kunu ahhekunu mar'ekunu mar'atekunu ina qate 
nakdkikunu nasbits, 
"Ditto (- If you should sin against this acfe-oath of Esarhaddon, 
King of Assyria, the great prince of the succession house), just as 
the A.-animal gets entangled (?) in a snare, so will you, your 
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[wives], your brothers, your sons (and) your daughters be seized 
by the hands of an enemy"20. 

2) hauruShi "earthen (ware)". 
A loanword from Hurrian hawuruzigi, "earthen" (from hawur-

"earth")21. 
In view of hauruShi (Hurrian hawuruzigi), Ug. hrSh in KTU 

4.341:19 must denote a clay or earthenware vessel, as already 
suggested by Stieglitz (see above). Unfortunately, in the ritual text it 
is difficult to determine what hrSh means. It could, of course, denote 
an animal (corresponding to haruShu) which would fit the context 
(cf. S, "ram" in the same line). However, it would then be hard to 
establish a meaning for sp hr$h. In addition, the relationship 
between ahcuShu and hauruShi/haruShu remains uncertain22. 

yryt, "(textile?)" 
This word occurs twice in KTU 4A1123: 

yryt. dq[t ] 164 (?) thin? textiles in all 
tltm.l.mtft ] 
arbc. kbd 

w.yryt and 68 heavy? textiles in all 
adrt. 
ttm.tmn.kbld] 

According to the Dietrich and Loretz, yryt is a PN24 but another 
explanation is also possible. In a recently discovered neo-Assyrian 
text the term yariate (written Tlfc ia-ri-a-te) is evidently a certain 
type of cloth25. The editors cite Heb. yerciah (note the cayin), and 
suggest "y. textiles (of goat-hair)" but it may be that the cognate is 
Ug. yryt. Unfortunately, the exact meaning for either word cannot 
be established. 

nit, "axe"(?) 
In the most recent discussion of this difficult word Sanmartin 

provides strong indications that it has Egyptian origins and means 
"hoe"26. Further evaluation of Ug. nit should also take into 
consideration the term netum which occurs in the Mari documents 
with the meaning "axe"27. This would confirm Xella's own rendering 
"ascia"28. It has been suggested that nit derives from a preformative 
*n- and a word cognate with Heb. 'itt though not all scholars 
agree29. Just as probably nit was a Kulturwort for a tool with a 
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sharp edge; in different cultures (languages) it stood for different 
cutting tools. 

ridn, "drinking vessel" 
It has been demonstrated, recently, that in KTU 1.3 I 12 the 

cluster ridn should not be divided up into ri dn. It is, in fact, a single 
word, parallel to bk rb, "large jar" and denotes a drinking vessel30. 
No cognates were suggested31 but it is curious that the Babylonian 
word urldum or uriddu, which is not unlike Ugaritic ridn, may also 
denote a drinking vessel32 though its origin is uncertain. 

Finally, the form *wld should probably be deleted from Ugaritic 
grammars. In 1.14 III 48 the first cluster is to be read ktld, "Truly 
she will bear (offspring for Krt)"33. 
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